Salli Saddle Chair ® in Medical Use

Conventional sitting causes Medical Problems

Salli Saddle Chair® makes a Big Difference

Conventional sitting in a medical job is clumsy, uncomfortable
and causes many metabolic disturbances. All day standing
makes legs tired and can create lower back pain. Conventional
sitting is debilitating during clinical work. The Salli Saddle Chair,
delivers freedom of movement, ease for reaching and rolling.

Salli Systems have developed the Salli concept to abolish the
problems of conventional sitting in clinics.

The best places to use the Salli Saddle Chair® are in a general
practice, operation theatres, ultrasound examination rooms,
gynecological examinations, surgeries, etc. Salli makes work
much easier in laboratories, behind reception counters and in
the office.

Optimize your sitting environment
Riding-like sitting, on
a height-adjustable
saddle chair, is the most
comfortable and will ease
the amount of medical
related problems.

Why Salli Saddle Chair®?
• easy to get on / off
• rolling between patients, instruments and tables is
smooth and easy
• leaning forward, turning and reaching is effortless
• use of legs and body frame, helps to strengthen
core and back.
• back posture improves, low back stress decreases
and shoulders relax
• better blood and fluid circulation in lower extremities
• seat is comfortable for all

Sitting Disorders (SD)
Sitting causes a particular group of disturbances which are
called, Sitting Disorders (SD). Long term sitting is also an
important contributing factor to Muscular Skeletal Disorders
(MSD). We sit on average for more than 13 hours a day. Long
term sitting is unnatural. It is important to be aware of the
harmful 90 degree angles in the knees and the hips. The
amount of pressure on many soft tissue areas during
conventional sitting can be harmful.
Incorrect or prolonged sitting may have a connection to
spinal and posture problems, back and hip area muscle
tensions, poor circulation in lower extremities leading to
genital/anal disorders, and arthritis in hip and knee joints.

Definition of Good Sitting

Salli Classic

Salli Twin

Salli MultiAdjuster

Salli and Small
Elbow Table

Classic saddle chair, only for
women in all day use

Cool, healthy and excellent chair
with divided seat for both genders.

a) Lower extremeties are well apart and slope clearly
down allowing the hip to be in a natural position
b) Upper body is free, posture is good and relaxed
without supports
c) Limbs are free to move and support the body and
move it around
d) There must be no pressure on genetal area
e) Sitting is supported mainly from the skeletal frame pelvis, feet.
f) Minimize muscular load
Salli Saddle Chair is designed to fullfill this demanding
definition. That is why users soon notice improvement in
SD symptoms and start feeling better and more productive.
The split seat is cool and causes no pressure on genitals
and the anus. Salli has also developed many models and
accessories to help people form better sitting attributes in
various jobs and environments. Ideal design, continuous
product development and research are the reasons why
Salli is the leading brand, and is increasing its market share
quickly in the medical, veterinary and dental professions.
It is the perfect relief for Sitting Disorders!

Adjustable for all users

For more and detailed information, please see
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